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Double the reed tip surface over a conventional reed valve design Increased bottom end,
stronger mid-range and longer top-end. Boyesen Power Reeds use a patented dual-stage
fiberglass design for more airflow, more air velocity and more overall power. This top-grade
product is expertly made in compliance with stringent More overall power Top reed opens at
lower RPMs allowing for more air and fuel flow giving you better throttle response. Includes
petals, rev-plates and extra screws. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with
stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a Advanced design for exceptional performance
Proven to deliver long-lasting service life. Original equipment carbon fiber VForce3 replacement
reed petals exclusively for the VForce3 reed valve system. Are you checking your reed petals
for signs Precise manufacturing and high-grade materials Carefully developed for the highest
level of quality. Boyesen Pro Series Reeds combine breakthrough carbon technology with all
the advantages of Boyesen's dual-stage Power Reed. This top-grade product is expertly made
in compliance with This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent
industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship.
Includes 2 band style clamps. Carbon Tech reeds are the easiest, most cost efficient
modification you can make. Carbon Tech have seen up to 4 horsepower increases just by using
Original replacement gaskets for the VForce reed valve system by Moto Tassinari. Each time
you inspect your reeds for wear which you should be doing twice a This top-grade product is
expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a
well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship Make KTM. Model SX-F. Model SX. This is
a very clean and all original older ktm 2 stroke dirt bike. The carb was recently cleaned and
rebuilt , new front and rear tires and tubes , new front and rear sprockets , new air filter , new
bark busters , new chain. This bike is extremely low hour and very fast. If there is any further
question or concerns please contact me. Thanks Rob Model EXC. Lets start with what needs to
be completed. Bike has good spark and lights illuminate when you kick but will not fire unless
you pull start and clearly ignition timing is off or stator is going. Selling as is. You may adjust
and find it works fine, or find it truly does need a new ignition and you have options. The Good.
Fresh gas and ready to go. Runs beautiful. I bought it for my son to ride trails with me, but he
prefers MX and switched to a 4 stroke MX bike. I've have had it for about 4 years. When I bought
it, it looked to have very few hours on it, ie no wear on the footpegs, original tires with tons of
tread, plastics looked spotless. We have put about 20 to 25 hours on it. Olins rear shock OEM.
Brembo Brakes front and rear OEM. Chain not worn, but O-rings shot. You are looking at a KTM
MXC this is a very clean bike for the year all original low hour bike starts right up with no
problems shifts through all its gears has a good clutch and all good suspension no leaks rims
are nice and straight with no dings or cracks new tires new grips please see the bottom of the
page for a video of the bike running. Bike has an Arizona title. International and out of state
buyers are welcomed you will need to arrange all shipping for the bike it will need to be paid in
full before you pick it up if you plan on paying through pay pal that's fine but you will need to
cover pay pal fees. Make Honda. Make Kawasaki. With lots of financing options available for all
types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing.
Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind.
Model Ninja SE. Contact Dealer For Details. Make no mistake, it still outperformed the
challengers by a significant margin on the open road, but why simply outperform them, when
you can totally dominate? The new Ninja thoroughly dominates its lightweight sportbike
competition on the performance front, and it also significantly ups the ante for refinement, ease
of use and overall practicality. Thanks to a new digital fuel injection system, and a new F. It also
offers wide selection of ratios to match varied riding conditions and its positive neutral finder
makes it much easier to find neutral when stopped Kawasaki Air Management System KAMS
uses a special deflector to channel hot air from the back of the radiator, so that it exits the
bottom of the motorcycle, instead of being blown onto the rider Low Make Mv Agusta. Excellent
sportbike!!!!! Must see - very clean motorcycles. Don't buy a Yamaha, kawi, triumph, Suzuki
without seeing this first. Bike has under miles! Model KX I'd consider a trade for a newer Husky
te, ktm, Beta or Sherco , maybe a newer YZ prefer set up for woods. I have a kx with a kx motor
with 10hrs on a Eric Gorr full top and bottom end build with Mo better porting and a small
amount of compression taken out for smoothness. The blingmm lectron Carb, fly wheel weight,
new cables, oversized front rotor, braided front line, megura hydro clutch, TM designs chain
slides and brake guard, DEP and FMF silencers, service honda FMF pipe and parts to make
another pipe, new radiators and braces, new plastics with updated number plate and fender,
gripper seat, new tires with Tubliss inserts, all new bearing through entire bike and motor
powder coated frame, g2 throttle tamer and 3 cams, g2 bark busters, aluminum skid plate and
fasst flexx bars, and suspension done by zipty racing in California for woods, bike also has a
lighting coil that's currently running hand warmers. The bike was my ice bike last year but has

seen about 2 hrs in dirt and 8 on ice. A service honda kx goes for k. You won't find a nicer bike
unless you buy a new one from them. Serious buyers only. Willing to travel a little for delivery.
Hollywood, FL. Bayfield, CO. Coconut Creek, FL. Rock Springs, WY. North Fork, CA. Alamo, CA.
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Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make KTM. Beautiful bike, runs perfect, new
tires, full aftermarket exhaust, lots of extras and all removed factory parts.. Text or call Model I
bought this bike last year thought I would have time to ride it but my wife has different plans for
me. It's KTM cc board over. The bike is in excellent shape for its it age. You dont see these
bikes around anymore. Very fast and fun. PM me for my husbands phone. Model SX-F. Model
Adventure R. This is the "non plus ultra" for sporty offroad traveling. Alpine gravel passes,
desert pistes mixed with dunes, bad roads at the end of the world - This is the perfect bike. MSC
enhances the existing package consisting of lean-sensitive traction control and ABS featuring a
combined braking function with a world first: the first ever lean-sensitive cornering ABS.
Together with its sister model, the Adventure R has been turned into what is currently the
world's safest motorcycle - yet still with undiluted riding pleasure. Hence, the Adventure R is
aimed at all those who take the term "adventure" even more literally. The Adventure R is without
doubt the twin-cylinder enduro with the greatest offroad ability. Full stop. Model SX 85SX. Back
injury at work prevented riding shortly after purchase. Barely used. Clutch was switched to bark
and carburetor kenin jetted for desert with the help of KTM West. Current green sticker. Owned
by veteran rider. This one could roll off of the showroom floor. A pure joy to ride. Model RXC. Its
secret? Precise handling and arm-stretching grunt. Winners - line up here. I bought it new in It is
in very good shape and well maintained. I have it set up for woods riding Bark Busters,
kickstands, front and rear disk guards, 13 tooth front sprocket, radiator fan, skid plate. Recent
upgrades include, valves shimmed, new sprocket and chain, new handlebars, new Shorai
Lithium-Ion Battery, and new fork seals by FRC. I have the title in hand. This bike has never
seen a motorcross track. Model EXC. Runs beautiful. I bought it for my son to ride trails with
me, but he prefers MX and switched to a 4 stroke MX bike. I've have had it for about 4 years.
When I bought it, it looked to have very few hours on it, ie no wear on the footpegs, original tires
with tons of tread, plastics looked spotless. We have put about 20 to 25 hours on it. Olins rear
shock OEM. Brembo Brakes front and rear OEM. Chain not worn, but O-rings shot. Model SX.
This is a very clean and all original older ktm 2 stroke dirt bike. The carb was recently cleaned
and rebuilt , new front and rear tires and tubes , new front and rear sprockets , new air filter ,
new bark busters , new chain. This bike is extremely low hour and very fast. If there is any
further question or concerns please contact me. Thanks Rob Hi, today we have a really nice and
super fast KTM 4 stroke dirt bike. This bike was rebuilt last year. Starts on first or 2nd kick,
shifts smooth with plenty of power! Has a nice headlight for when your riding them night time
trails. Bike has a decompression valve to help aid in starting this beast! Also has a cruise
control feature on the handle bars. Yes, I just said cruise control on a dirt bike!! It works really
well if you just want to ride the roads. Only thing this bike needs is a front tire because the old
one is dry rotted. Still holds air, doesn't leak down. But I do have a brand new front tire for it
that's included in the sale. This is a great bike, and priced to sell. Thank
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s, Shawn. You are looking at a KTM MXC this is a very clean bike for the year all original low
hour bike starts right up with no problems shifts through all its gears has a good clutch and all
good suspension no leaks rims are nice and straight with no dings or cracks new tires new
grips please see the bottom of the page for a video of the bike running. Bike has an Arizona
title. International and out of state buyers are welcomed you will need to arrange all shipping for
the bike it will need to be paid in full before you pick it up if you plan on paying through pay pal
that's fine but you will need to cover pay pal fees. Thousand Oaks, CA. Grants Pass, OR.
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